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Corporate Wellness, REDEFINED
Keeping our workforce healthy pays dividends 
in higher productivity and lower healthcare costs. 
But let’s face it: spending billions of dollars on free 
gym memberships and FitBit® giveaways is just “corporate 
wellness theater.” Despite these measures, the rates of obesity, 
diabetes and ergonomic injuries among workers continue to 
rise, and we now know that “sitting disease” is a major culprit. The 
solution isn’t an expensive ergonomic chair, encouraging workers to sit 
even longer. It’s giving them the ability to stand or walk while continuing 
to get their work done and boosting their productivity.

Pioneering Innovation
Where others pioneered the science of ergonomics for seated computing tasks,  
iMovR pioneers ergonomics for the standing and walking worker. Our proprietary 
SteadyType™  keyboard trays — embedded in all of our ultra-rigid Omega desk 
models — allow users to type while standing or walking, without sacrificing speed  
or accuracy. Our Synapse Multi-Purpose and Conference Tables boost employee 
participation, morale, health and productivity in meetings. 

Our flagship product, the ThermoTread GT Office Treadmill Desk, is the first of a 
new generation of active workstations designed to be optionally connected real-
time to the cloud, and to a wide array of free software  applications. At iMovR, we 
believe that connecting active office furniture to the Internet of Things is pivotal 
to accelerating their adoption by the mainstream. Only our products feature 
online “fleet management” software that can report ROI and reinforce the case for 
investing in the health of sedentary workers.

Quality, Reliability and Versatility
iMovR’s products are brimming with advanced features, from high-performance 
lifting bases to our state-of-the-art, 3D-laminated surfaces. We also understand 
how important design aesthetics are to our customers, which is why we 
offer most of our products in eleven standard laminate colors and over 
sixty custom colors to match their existing decor. iMovR offers a 
broader range of adjustable-height office furniture than any other 
manufacturer, with affordable options for everyone from the call 
center to the executive suite.
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The Most Compact Sit-to-Stand Desk Ever 
The ultimate electric sit-stand desk for compact office spaces, the Upsilon is the only 
electric desk on the market that fits in a traditional 24”-deep workspace. Despite 
its small footprint, the Upsilon is a true powerhouse, designed for mission-critical 
reliability. Its dual motors can lift up to 360 pounds at a brisk pace of 1.3 inches per 
second. Its sub-41 decibel noise signature makes it, along with the UpTown and 
Olympus, the quietest desk on the market today. 

The first standing desk designed specifically for compact spaces, the Upsilon is also 
the least expensive electric desk on the market. Its ample power, supreme reliability, 
super-low noise signature, ultra-durable 3D-laminated surfaces and low cost make it 
the ideal desk for call centers and small office spaces. Upsilon ships next-day, for those 
times when you need to add workstations yesterday.

SPECIFICATIONS

Height Adjustment Two-button up/down controller

Adjustment Range 25” to 51”

Adjustment Speed 1.3” per second

Lift Capacity 360 pounds

Warranty Lifetime on steel frame, 5 years on desktop, 2 years on 
lifting legs & electronics

Upsilon Desktops 42” x  23.5” 47” x 23.5” 59” x 23.5”

Solid Colors $568 $588 $628

Wood Grain $598 $618 $658

ThermoDesk Upsilon™
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ThermoDesk Ellure™

Premium Top Manual Desk
The ThermoDesk Ellure™ is the first height-adjustable desk to combine a low-cost, 
manual (crank) base with a premium table top, so you can enjoy the elegance of an 
extra-thick, ergonomically-contoured, 3D-laminated surface without the price tag of 
a top-end electric desk. 

Despite its impressive 200 pound lifting capacity the crank action is smooth, easy and 
yet adjusts twice as fast as other, pricier crank desks. This extra lifting capacity allowed 
us to pair the Ellure base with thick 1-1/8” tabletops - the same ones we use on our 
Synapse™ Conference Table.

SPECIFICATIONS

Height Adjustment Easy turn crank

Adjustment Range 30-1/8” To 49-1/8”

Crank Speed 3 Turns per inch

Lift Capacity 200 pounds in motion, 390 pounds stationary

Warranty Lifetime on steel frame, 5 years on desktop, 2 years on lifting legs

Ellure Desktops 42”  x  30” 48” x 30” 60”  x  30” 72”  x  30” 

Solid Colors $589 $599 $664 $834

Wood Grain $619 $629 $694 $884
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Omega Denali™

The Omega Denali combines our elegant, yet cost-effective ThermoDesk Ellure 
with our revolutionary SteadyType keyboard tray, built right in. The Omega desktop 
ensures optimal ergonomics for sitting, standing and walking modalities with its infinitely-
adjustable angle setting that guarantees the most ergonomically neutral arm and hand 
positioning over the keyboard and mouse.

• SteadyType keyboard tray boosts typing speed and accuracy, and optimizes 
ergonomic comfort whether sitting, standing or walking. 

• For treadmill desk users, SteadyType eliminates anchoring stresses (pressing down 
hard on the palms to maintain hand position over keyboard).

• Maximizes desk stability versus traditional keyboard trays by moving the “lever” of  
 the tray from in front of the desk to near the center of lift.

SPECIFICATIONS

Height Adjustment Easy turn crank

Adjustment Range 30-1/8” to 49-1/8”

Crank Speed 3 Turns per Inch

Lift Capacity 200 pounds in motion, 390 pounds stationary

Warranty Lifetime on steel frame, 5 years on desktop, 2 years on lifting legs

Denali Desktops 42” x 30” 48” x 30” 60”x 30” 72” x 30” 

Solid Colors $894 $904 $969 $1,139

Wood Grain $924 $934 $999 $1,189

The Denali: An Ellure™ with Built-In SteadyType™
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ThermoDesk UpTown™

No other electric height-adjustable desk on the market offers as 
many customizable features as the UpTown. Despite its brawny 
360 pound lift capacity and quick 1.3”-per-second transit speed, 
the UpTown is also the quietest electric desk in the world, with a  
sub-41-decibel noise signature.  With five tabletop widths, two top thicknesses, 
eleven standard tabletop colors (plus over sixty custom colors), and two base colors 
to choose from, the UpTown comes in 198 standard configurations. 

Leave the dual, 3D-laminated grommet holes open to show off the look of natural 
hardwood, or select from several flush-mounted accessories that bring power and 
connectivity within easy reach. Our 72” and 83” Select Top configurations are ideal for 
“sit-stand-walk” setups giving you more than enough room to fit a treadmill and full-
sized office chair side-by-side.

The Most Customizable Desk in the World

UpTown Slim (3/4” Top) 42 ” x  30” 47” x 30” 59”  x 30” 71” x  30”

Solid Color $719 $729 $759 $889

Wood Grain $749 $759 $789 $939

UpTown Select (1-1/8” Top) 42” x 30” 47” x 30” 59” x 30” 71” x  30” 83”  x 30”

Solid Color $749 $759 $814 $984 $1,014

Wood Grain $779 $789 $844 $1,034 $1,064

SPECIFICATIONS

Height Adjustment Digital, with 3 programmable memory positions

Adjustment Range 25” to 51”  (31”  to 57” using the leg extension kit)

Lift Capacity 360 pounds

Warranty Lifetime on steel frame, 5 years on all other components
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The Omega Olympus combines our popular ThermoDesk UpTown with our 
revolutionary SteadyType keyboard tray, built right in. The Omega desktop ensures 
optimal ergonomics for sitting, standing and walking modalities with its infinitely-
adjustable angle setting that guarantees the most ergonomically neutral arm and hand 
positioning over the keyboard and mouse. 

 • SteadyType keyboard tray boosts typing speed and accuracy, and optimizes  
  ergonomic comfort whether sitting, standing or walking. 

 • For treadmill desk users, SteadyType eliminates anchoring stresses (pressing down  
  hard on the palms to maintain hand position over keyboard).

 • Maximizes desk stability versus traditional keyboard trays by moving the “lever” of  
  the tray from in front of the desk to near the center of lift.

The UpTown with Built-in SteadyType™ Keyboard Tray

Omega Olympus™

Olympus Desktop 42” x 30” 47” x 30” 59” x 30” 71” x 30” 83” x 30”

Solid Color $1,024 $1,034 $1,089 $1,259 $1,289

Wood Grain $1,054 $1,064 $1,119 $1,309 $1,339

SPECIFICATIONS

Height Adjustment Digital, with 3 programmable memory positions

Adjustment Range 25” to 51”  (31”  to 57” using the leg extension kit)

Lift Capacity 360 pounds

Warranty Lifetime on steel frame, 5 years on all other components
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ThermoDesk Elite™

Precision Meets Elegance
Made in America to the highest manufacturing quality standards, the ThermoDesk Elite is 
the pinnacle of adjustable-height desk design. Conference-table-thick, 3D-laminated 
surfaces feature ergo-contouring and fully-laminated grommet holes for that natural 
hardwood look.  Our 72” and 83” configurations are ideal for “sit-stand-walk” setups 
with a treadmill and full-sized office chair side-by-side.

 • Digital controller with 4 programmable memory presets

 • Super-low noise profile (42dB to 46dB)

 • Dual, synchronized BOSCH precision motors

 • Speedy 1.5” per second adjustment speed

Elite Desktops 48” X 30” 60” X 30” 72” X 30” 83” X 30” 

Solid Color $999 $1,064 $1,234 $1,264

Wood Grain $1,029 $1,094 $1,284 $1,314

SPECIFICATIONS

Height Adjustment Digital, with 4 programmable memory positions

Adjustment Range 25” to 51”

Travel Speed 1.5 inches per second

Lift Capacity 220 pounds

Warranty Lifetime on steel frame, 10 years on lifting legs, 5 years 
on tabletop and electronics
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Omega Everest™

The Everest: The Elite with built-in  
SteadyType™ Keyboard Tray

Precision Meets Elegance The Omega Everest combines our top-of-the-line ThermoDesk Elite with our 
revolutionary SteadyType keyboard tray, built right in. The Omega desktop ensures 
optimal ergonomics for sitting, standing and walking modalities with its infinitely-adjustable 
angle setting that guarantees the most ergonomically neutral arm and hand positioning 
over the keyboard and mouse. 

 • SteadyType keyboard tray boosts typing speed and accuracy, and optimizes  
  ergonomic comfort whether sitting, standing or walking. 

 • For treadmill desk users, SteadyType eliminates anchoring stresses (pressing down  
  hard on the palms to maintain hand position over keyboard).

 • Maximizes desk stability versus traditional keybooard trays by moving the “lever” of  
  the tray from in front of the desk to near the center of lift.

SPECIFICATIONS

Height Adjustment Digital, with 4 programmable memory positions

Adjustment Range 25” to 51”

Travel Speed 1.5 inches per second

Lift Capacity 220 pounds

Warranty Lifetime on steel frame, 10 years on lifting legs, 5 years on 
tabletop and electronics

Everest Desktops 48” X 30” 60” X 30” 72” X 30” 83” X 30” 83” X 30”  Dual-Tray

Solid Color  $1,274 $1,339 $1,509 $1,539 $1,814

Wood Grain $1,304 $1,369 $1,559 $1,589 $1,864
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Synapse™ Multi-Purpose Tables

Pre-Assembled for Convenience

Who doesn’t hate sitting through long meetings? Customers consistently report 
that ever since switching to sit-stand tables their meetings are more productive and 
collaborative, not to mention healthier. The Synapse Multi-Purpose Table is perfect 
for daily team “scrum meetings.”  Its affordable enough to sprinkle throughout the 
company (e.g. cafeterias, cafes, open work areas and kitchenettes) in addition to 
conference rooms. It is also popular with hotels, resorts and conference centers, for 
both meeting rooms and variable-height catering presentations.

The Synapse Multi-Purpose Table has even found a home in the home as a table 
that can serve cocktails at height, be lowered for dining, used for board games, gift 
wrapping, school projects and so much more. 

Multi-Purpose Table Top 30” x 72” 36” x 72” 36” x 83” 36” x 96” 42” x 72” 42” x 83” 42” x 96”

Solid $1,399 $1,529 $1,559 $1,619 $1,559 $1,619 $1,679

Wood Grain $1,459 $1,589 $1,619 $1,669 $1,619 $1,679 $1,729

CONFERENCE AND MULTI-PURPOSE TABLE SPECIFICATIONS

Height Adjustment Two-button controller  (Up/Down)

Adjustment Range 25” to 51”

Travel Speed 1.7 inches per second

Lift Capacity 180 pounds at full travel speed - 490 pounds at slower travel speeds 

Warranty Lifetime on steel frame, 5 years on all other components

For Faster, Better, Healthier Meetings
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Synapse™ Conference Tables

Table Size Sitting Standing 

30” x 72” 4 6

36” x 72” 6 8

42” x 72” 6 10

36” x 83” 8 10

42” x 83” 8 12

42”x 96” 10 14

Conference Table Top 30” x 72” 36” x 72” 36” x 83” 36” x 96” 42” x 72” 42” x 83” 42” x 96”

Solid - $2,109 $2,159 $2,199 $2,159 $2,199 $2,249

Wood Grain - $2,169 $2,209 $2,259 $2,209 $2,259 $2,309

The two electric modules included in our Conference Table provide 
two AC plugs, as well as two USB ports that each deliver the same 
amount of power as an iPad charger. These modules ensure meeting 
participants’ ability to stay connected, charged and productive.

Fast Charge Right at the Conference Table

Whether you like it cozy or comfy, you’ll 
increase your conference table capacity 

by standing. Of course, actual 
capacity will vary depending on 

things like chair width and body 
size (think six linebackers vs 

ten fashion models).

Standing Increases Table Capacity

The Synapse Conference Table adds dual power modules in the center of the 
table for longer meetings, where attendees might need to keep their mobile 
devices and laptops charged. It is otherwise identical to the Synapse Multi-
Purpose Table.
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Choice of Eleven Desk Finishes

**

*

*

Shark Gray
charcoal gray tone

Urban Walnut

Designer White
frosty white

Warm White
beige tone

Haute Gray
putty

Black

*Clove Mahogany
similar to espresso

Shaker Cherry

*Hayward Cherry* Light Maple

Almond Cherry

Choose from eleven standard color choices to integrate 
your new desk with the rest of your office decor. Over sixty 
custom colors available for bulk orders.
  
   Upsilon only available in colors  
   marked with *.
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Accessories

Urban Walnut

Almond Cherry

EcoLast Standing Mats

Monitor ArmsPower Nodes

Delivery Options

USB AC

Delivery Times to US Lower 48 States: 
Upsilon ships out the next business day after receipt of order, by FedEx Ground. 
All other products are made-to-order and shipped out within five to seven 
business days of order, by freight carrier. Allow five to seven business days for 
freight. Please contact us for shipping arrangements to other US territories and 
Canada. 

Assembly Options:
We designed all our products to be easy to assemble, with excellent printed 
and/or video instructions, pre-drilled holes, and pre-assembled components. 
However, we also offer a factory pre-assembly option on all our products 
(excepting Upsilon) — a very popular feature with our customers! 

Delivery Options:
Standard delivery is to the threshold (first covered space). Options are available for 
inside delivery to Room of Choice, and White Glove (Room of Choice plus removal 
of pallet and packaging materials). All White Glove deliveries are pre-assembled at 
the factory. 13



Desk Prices

 Desktop    
Width 42” 47”/48” 59”/60” 71”/72” 83”

Desktop 
Depth Lift Type Desktop 

Thickness
Height 
Range*

Transit 
Speed

Lift  
Rating Warranty

Ellure Solid $589 $599 $664 $834 30” Ellure Manual Crank 1 1/8”
30”
to

49” 

3 Turns 
Per Inch 200 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime       
Tabletop: 5 Yrs        

Lifters: 2 YrsWood Grain $619 $629 $694 $884

Denali
Solid $894 $904 $969 $1,1399

30” Denali Manual Crank 1 1/8”
30”
to 

49”

3 Turns 
Per Inch 200 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime       
Tabletop: 5 Yrs        

Lifters: 2 Yrs
Wood Grain $924 $934 $999 $1,189

 Desktop  
Width 42” 47”/48” 59”/60” 71”/72” 83”

Desktop 
Depth Lift Type Desktop 

Thickness
Height 
Range*

Transit 
Speed

Lift  
Rating Warranty

Upsilon
Solid $568 $588 $628

23.5” Upsilon
Electric   

2-Button  
Controller

3/4” 
25”  
to  
51”

1.3”/sec 360 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime 
Tabletop: 5 Yrs 

Lifters: 2 Yrs 
Electronics: 2 Yrs

Wood Grain $598 $618 $658

UpTown

Slim Solid $719 $729 $759 $889
30”

UpTown
Electric 

Full Digital  
Controller 

3 Memory Presets

Slim 
3/4”

Standard:       
25” to 51”            

 

With 6” 
Extenders:     
31” to 57”

1.3”/sec 360 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime 
Tabletop: 5 Yrs

Lifters : 5 Yrs
Moving Parts : 5 Yrs  

Electronics: 5 Yrs

Slim Wood Grain $749 $759 $789 $939

Select Solid $749 $759 $814 $984 $1,014
30”

Select 

1 1/8”Select Wood Grain $779 $789 $844 $1,034 $1,064

Olympus Solid $1,024 $1,034 $1,089 $1,259 $1,289 30” Olympus
Electric 

Full Digital  
Controller 

3 Memory Presets

1 1/8”

Standard:       
25” to 51”            

 

With 6” 
Extenders:     
31” to 57”

1.3”/sec 360 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime 
Tabletop: 5 Yrs

Lifters : 5 Yrs
Moving Parts : 5 Yrs  

Electronics: 5 Yrs
Wood Grain $1,054 $1,064 $1,119 $1,309 $1,339

Elite
Solid $999 $1,064 $1,234 $1,264

30” Elite
Electric 

Full Digital   
Controller 

4 Memory Presets

1 1/8”
25”  
to  
51”

1.5”/sec 220 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime 
Moving Parts: 10 

Yrs Tabletop: 5 Yrs  
Electronics: 5 Yrs

Wood Grain $1,029 $1,094 $1,284 $1,314

Everest

Solid $1,274 $1,339 $1,509 $1539
30”

Everest
Electric 

Full Digital  
Controller 

4 Memory Presets

1 1/8”
25”  
to  
51”

1.5”/sec 220 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime 
Moving Parts: 10 

Yrs Tabletop: 5 Yrs  
Electronics: 5 Yrs

Wood Grain $1,304 $1, 369 $1,559 $1,589

Dual Solid $1,814
30”

Dual Wood Grain $1,864
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Desk Specifications

 Desktop    
Width 42” 47”/48” 59”/60” 71”/72” 83”

Desktop 
Depth Lift Type Desktop 

Thickness
Height 
Range*

Transit 
Speed

Lift  
Rating Warranty

Ellure Solid $589 $599 $664 $834 30” Ellure Manual Crank 1 1/8”
30”
to

49” 

3 Turns 
Per Inch 200 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime       
Tabletop: 5 Yrs        

Lifters: 2 YrsWood Grain $619 $629 $694 $884

Denali
Solid $894 $904 $969 $1,1399

30” Denali Manual Crank 1 1/8”
30”
to 

49”

3 Turns 
Per Inch 200 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime       
Tabletop: 5 Yrs        

Lifters: 2 Yrs
Wood Grain $924 $934 $999 $1,189

 Desktop  
Width 42” 47”/48” 59”/60” 71”/72” 83”

Desktop 
Depth Lift Type Desktop 

Thickness
Height 
Range*

Transit 
Speed

Lift  
Rating Warranty

Upsilon
Solid $568 $588 $628

23.5” Upsilon
Electric   

2-Button  
Controller

3/4” 
25”  
to  
51”

1.3”/sec 360 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime 
Tabletop: 5 Yrs 

Lifters: 2 Yrs 
Electronics: 2 Yrs

Wood Grain $598 $618 $658

UpTown

Slim Solid $719 $729 $759 $889
30”

UpTown
Electric 

Full Digital  
Controller 

3 Memory Presets

Slim 
3/4”

Standard:       
25” to 51”            

 

With 6” 
Extenders:     
31” to 57”

1.3”/sec 360 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime 
Tabletop: 5 Yrs

Lifters : 5 Yrs
Moving Parts : 5 Yrs  

Electronics: 5 Yrs

Slim Wood Grain $749 $759 $789 $939

Select Solid $749 $759 $814 $984 $1,014
30”

Select 

1 1/8”Select Wood Grain $779 $789 $844 $1,034 $1,064

Olympus Solid $1,024 $1,034 $1,089 $1,259 $1,289 30” Olympus
Electric 

Full Digital  
Controller 

3 Memory Presets

1 1/8”

Standard:       
25” to 51”            

 

With 6” 
Extenders:     
31” to 57”

1.3”/sec 360 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime 
Tabletop: 5 Yrs

Lifters : 5 Yrs
Moving Parts : 5 Yrs  

Electronics: 5 Yrs
Wood Grain $1,054 $1,064 $1,119 $1,309 $1,339

Elite
Solid $999 $1,064 $1,234 $1,264

30” Elite
Electric 

Full Digital   
Controller 

4 Memory Presets

1 1/8”
25”  
to  
51”

1.5”/sec 220 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime 
Moving Parts: 10 

Yrs Tabletop: 5 Yrs  
Electronics: 5 Yrs

Wood Grain $1,029 $1,094 $1,284 $1,314

Everest

Solid $1,274 $1,339 $1,509 $1539
30”

Everest
Electric 

Full Digital  
Controller 

4 Memory Presets

1 1/8”
25”  
to  
51”

1.5”/sec 220 lbs.

Frame: Lifetime 
Moving Parts: 10 

Yrs Tabletop: 5 Yrs  
Electronics: 5 Yrs

Wood Grain $1,304 $1, 369 $1,559 $1,589

Dual Solid $1,814
30”

Dual Wood Grain $1,864
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ThermoTread GT Office Treadmill
iMovR is proud to introduce the ThermoTread GT – the first walking treadmill  
designed from the ground up to live in an office environment, not a gym. This is the 
next generation in treadmill desks: a brawny 3.0 horsepower motor and upgraded 
powertrain componentry, touch-screen LCD desktop console, stored user profiles and 
liability waiver click-wrap, and so much more. The ThermoTread GT is the only office 
treadmill with the ability to interact with personal performance tracking and corporate 
wellness software in the cloud (via optional CloudStation available 2016). 

 • The quietest, smallest, highest-permance walking treadmill ever

 • Smartphone-like, touch-screen LCD desktop console

 • Built to last: premium componentry and “future-proof” software updatability

 • Ideally paired with any iMovR ThermoDesk or Omega Desk models

 • Continuous duty cycle with a 400 lb. user weight limit

 • Power efficient design saves on electricity cost

iMovR
13256 NE 20th Street, Suite 2,  Bellevue, WA 98005

Sales & Support: (888) 208-6770  Main/Fax: (425) 999-3550
www.iMovR.com 

Only $1,499

ThermoTread GT


